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About Bounce Back!
Bounce Back! provides practical strategies to
improve student wellbeing and help students
(and teachers) cope with the complexity of their
everyday lives. It teaches them how to ‘bounce
back’ when they experience sadness, difficulties,
frustrations and challenging times. Bounce
Back! is an evidence-informed program built on
Positive Psychology, Cognitive Behaviour Therapy
and Social and Emotional learning principles.
There are ten Curriculum Units in each level
that help students to:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●
●●

develop positive and pro-social values,
including those related to ethical and
intercultural understanding

●●

find courage in everyday life as well as in
difficult circumstances

●●

think optimistically and look on the bright side
boost positive emotions and manage
negative emotions
use humour as a coping tool
develop strengths, skills and attitudes for
being successful.

The Bounce Back! program:

●●

●●
●●

●●

vi

is a single but multi-component program that
communicates consistent messages to the
whole school community, including families
uses the four SAFE elements of effective
programming (sequenced, active, focused,
explicit) recommended by the Collaborative
for Academic, Social and Emotional
Learning (CASEL)
takes a whole-school approach to build a
positive school climate and embed the program
into the curriculum and general life of the
classroom and school

uses evidence-informed teaching strategies,
such as cooperative learning, thinking tools,
Circle Time, high quality educational games
and peer support
is designed to be integrated with other
curriculum areas, such as English through
the use of quality children’s literature
and multimodal resources, Health and
Physical Education, The Arts and other
curriculum areas
incorporates a range of assessment tools for
measuring aspects of wellbeing and resilience.

The program consists of:

develop self-management strategies for coping
and bouncing back

●●

●●

●●

●●

develop skills for countering bullying

●●

●●

develop self-awareness, social awareness and
social skills for building positive relationships

●●

●●

●●

Bounce Back! Years F–2: Handbook and
Curriculum Units
Bounce Back! Years 3–4: Handbook and
Curriculum Units
Bounce Back! Years 5–6: Handbook and
Curriculum Units

Bounce Back! is recommended by KidsMatter.
Resources available in the Bounce Back!
eBooks include:
●●

●●

Tools for measuring aspects of wellbeing
and resilience
Elasticity, an extra Science and Maths
Curriculum Unit

●●

Curriculum correlation charts

●●

Scope and sequence charts

●●

Suggestions on how to find resources

●●

Index of resources

●●

Resources list for each Curriculum Unit

●●

●●

●●

Blackline Masters (BLMs) for each
Curriculum Unit
Digital teaching tools and interactive games
and activities for each Curriculum Unit
Information for families

The digital resources are identified by the
following icons:

is a universal program taught to all children
is integrated with academic learning to
encourage application of skills in context
is long-term and multi-year to develop deep
understanding and application of the concepts
and skills
About Bounce Back!

– PDF resources
eBook

– interactive resources
eBook

How to use Bounce Back!
Each level in Bounce Back! consists of a Handbook and Curriculum Units plus digital resources.

Handbook
✦●Research with long-term users of

Bounce Back!

In 2016, school leaders in 10 primary schools
that had been implementing the Bounce
Back! program for between five and 12 years
were interviewed to identify the factors that
have contributed to their schools’ sustained
implementation of the program. These factors fell
into three broad categories: school factors, school
system factors and program factors16.

Six chapters explore the most
recent evidence-based research
supporting Bounce Back!
including linkages to CASEL
(Collaborative for Academic, Social,
and Emotional Learning) and the
Australian Curriculum, as well as
suggestions for differentiation and
program implementation.

The school factors that were identified by the
schools as being essential to their sustainability
of the program were: leadership communicating
that student wellbeing is a high priority for the
whole school and leadership support for the
implementation of the program across all year
levels. The program factors that contributed to
Bounce Back! being used in the long term in
these 10 schools included: effective structure and
sequence, teacher-friendly program materials
and activities, and the use of quality children’s
literature. The teachers viewed the program as
effective in teaching resilience and flexible and
adaptable to different student and class needs.
See the five stages for quality implementation
as well as implementation tips based on these
findings in Chapter 6 (see page 70).

Key features and benefits
✦●Positive impacts on academic,

social and emotional functioning

In the past educators and governments have
focused solely on academic achievement as a
measure of student success and their country’s
educational standards. In 2015 for the first time
in its history, the Program for International
Student Assessment (PISA), the most widely
cited international student achievement test,
included measures of student wellbeing17. Why?
Because strong performance on standardised
academic assessments ‘can only explain so much
of how well students will do later in life’.
In addition, data from worldwide research has
now clearly demonstrated that teaching key
social and emotional skills not only enhances
student wellbeing, but also improves academic
learning18-20. A large-scale meta-analysis of SEL
programs18 based on 213 school-based, universal
SEL programs involving over 270 000 students
from primary school entry to Year 12 found,

on average, an 11-percentile-point gain in
academic achievement as well as demonstrating
significant improvements in students’ social and
emotional skills, attitudes and behaviour within
the school context.

KidsMatter
Bounce Back! was the most popular wholeschool SEL program chosen by 64 per cent of
the 101 schools in the Australian Government’s
mental health initiative called KidsMatter. The
KidsMatter evaluation team identified that,
over the two-year trial, there were significant
and positive changes in the teachers, parents/
caregivers and students in KidsMatter schools. In
particular, there were statistically and practically
significant improvements in students’ measured
mental health in terms of both reduced mental
health difficulties and increased mental health
strengths. The impact was especially apparent for
students who were rated as having higher levels
of mental health difficulties at the start of the
trial21. The average academic results of students
in ‘high implementing schools’ were superior
(by up to six months on national assessments on
literacy and numeracy) to those of students in low
implementation schools. This was over and above
any inf luence of socioeconomic background19.

✦●A multi-component program
Many schools have several different programs
to combat each new problem that emerges.
For example, some schools have a social skills
program, an anti-bullying program, an emotional
literacy program, a behaviour management
program and a character strengths program.
Some principals may perceive that a greater
number of programs enhances any positive effects
for students but this may not always be the case.
In fact, having many programs in a school may
become overwhelming for school staff to execute
well, leading to poor implementation22.
Given that wellbeing and resilience are complex
constructs, a comprehensive multi-component
program with consistent messages, values,
language, skills and understandings across the
whole school has the potential to be a lot more
powerful in terms of developing a positive school
culture and in teaching the social-emotional skills
that lead to wellbeing. One single (but multicomponent) program can provide focused support
for staff implementation of that program and help
with communicating consistent messages to the
whole school community, including families.

Bounce Back! is a multi-component program
that focuses on building safe and supportive
school communities as well as teaching the
social, emotional and cognitive skills and
understandings to help all children to thrive.
The 10 Bounce Back! Curriculum Units are:
Core values, Social values, People bouncing back,
Courage, Looking on the bright side, Emotions,
Relationships, Humour, Being safe and Success.

✦●The four SAFE elements of

effective programming

thinking tools, drama and the use of quality
literature with literacy discussion prompts.
These teaching strategies build positive peer
relationships and actively engage students
in learning and applying the key social and
emotional skills, and messages.
●●

●●

Bounce Back! incorporates the four multistrategic SAFE elements of effective SEL
programming as recommended by CASEL18,23.
●●

●●

Sequenced: Bounce Back! is a sequenced
program that connects and coordinates
activities to foster SEL skills development from
Foundation to Year 6.
Active: Bounce Back! uses a range of active
forms of learning to help students master new
skills and attitudes. These include, for example,
cooperative learning groups, educational
games, Circle Time, the use of cooperative

Focused: The key messages beginning each
Bounce Back! unit focus teacher and student
attention on the important personal and social
skills and understandings in that unit.
Explicit: Bounce Back! explicitly teaches
specific social and emotional skills and
critical, creative and ethical thinking skills.
For example, Unit 7: Relationships includes
‘dos and don’ts’ lists of social skills and
many activities, which provide additional
opportunities for students to practise
these skills.

These SAFE strategies have been found to be
significantly more effective than just an ‘explain
and hope’ model of teaching skills18,24,25. See the
table below for an outline of the Bounce Back!
units mapped according to the five CASEL
SEL competencies.

The correlation between CASEL’s Framework for Systemic Social and Emotional Learning and Bounce Back!
Curriculum Units.

CASEL: Social and Emotional
Core Competencies

Knowledge, skills and
behaviours

Bounce Back!
Curriculum Units

Self-awareness

Identifying and regulating own
emotions and thoughts; skills for
self-reflection

Unit 6: Emotions

Recognising own strengths and
limitations; growth mindset;
meaning and purpose

Unit 10: Success

Well-grounded self confidence

Unit 5: Looking on the bright side;
Unit 6: Emotions;
Unit 10: Success

Optimistic thinking

Unit 3: People bouncing back;
Unit 5: Looking on the bright side

Coping resiliently; using helpful
and rational thinking; normalising

Unit 3: People bouncing back;
Unit 5: Looking on the bright side

Controlling impulses; courage

Unit 6: Emotions; Unit 4: Courage

Using humour appropriately

Unit 8: Humour

Self-motivation; self-discipline
goal-setting; grit

Unit 10: Success

The ability to accurately recognise
your own emotions, thoughts and
values and understand how they
influence behaviour.
The ability to accurately assess
one’s strengths and limitations
with a well-grounded sense of
confidence, optimism and a
‘growth mindset’.

Self-management
The ability to successfully
regulate one’s emotions, thoughts
and behaviours in different
situations – effectively managing
stress, controlling impulses and
motivating oneself.
The ability to set and work towards
personal and academic goals.

(Continued)
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Bounce Back! Handbook
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Chapter 1 What is the Bounce Back! program?

Curriculum Units
Each level begins with an
introductory unit containing:
●●

●●

●●

evidence-informed teaching
strategies, such as Circle Time

Teaching strategies and
resources

literature and key message
prompts

Circle Time

classroom resources.

Circle Time is a planned and structured framework for whole-class discussion. The class sits in a circle so
students can see and hear each other, and everyone is included in the Circle Time activities and discussion.
Being in a circle means the group is more engaged and distractions are less likely. Everyone has the opportunity
to speak and be listened to. Circle Time works best on chairs, although some teachers have younger students
sitting on the floor. Circle Time is used in every Bounce Back! Curriculum Unit. It builds classroom
community, positive relationships and teaches Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) skills.

What is Circle Time?

What happens in Circle Time?
A typical Circle Time discussion in Bounce Back! follows this format:
●●
●●

a reminder of the Circle Time rules (see section below)
a reminder about the talking prompt that you are using (see page 82) – only the student who has the
prompt can speak

●●

an introductory game (optional), energiser or simulation

●●

an activity that introduces the topic for Circle Time (often reading a relevant book)

●●

a whole-class discussion, with students participating in a variety of ways, for example:
- every student may be invited to speak
- selected students may be invited to speak
- students may be asked to volunteer to make a comment or answer a question
- students may be asked to discuss in pairs or threes and then one person in each pair is invited to
explain what they agreed on

●●

●●

a final activity that closes the circle, e.g. summarising the key messages from the class discussion or a
sentence completion (e.g. ‘One thing I learnt is …’, ‘One thing that surprised me was …’, ‘One thing that
was new …’, ‘I feel …’)
a follow-up group or individual activity after Circle Time (usually).

The Circle Time rules
When everyone is sitting in the circle, begin the session by stating the rules.
1 Everyone has a turn, and when one person is talking (i.e. the person who has the talking prompt),
everyone else listens.
2 You may pass if you do not have anything to say (but the teacher may come back and ask you again when
you have had a bit more time to think about what you want to say).
3 No put-downs are allowed during Circle Time.
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Curriculum Units
UNIT

10

There are 10 Curriculum Units in
each level.

Success (STAR)
KEY MESSAGES
You feel happy when you achieve your goal.

These are written for the teacher in
student-directed language to outline
the main points of the unit. They
can be photocopied or displayed.

It’s important to have goals. A goal is something
you want to achieve and be successful at. When you
achieve a goal, you feel happy and proud of yourself.
The STAR statements help you to remember the
important messages about achieving your goals.

Stick with it and don’t give up.

To achieve a goal, start by making a plan. A plan
helps you decide the best way to do things.

Try to be the boss of yourself and be organised.

Stick with it and don’t give up.

doing things for yourself

When you find something is hard to do, keep on
trying. Stick to your goal and don’t give up.

●●

remembering what you have to do

●●

doing things on time

●●

finding the things you need.

Everybody makes mistakes when they are trying to
achieve their goals. Most mistakes are useful. You
can learn from them, even if you don’t feel too happy
when you make them.

Think about yourself: What are you good at?
It’s helpful to think about what you are good at (your
strengths) and what evidence you have about this.
One type of strength is ability strength, such as being
good at something like drawing or swimming. The
other type of strength is character strength (the kind
of person you are), such as being kind or brave.

Look for evidence of what you are good at.
No-one is good at everything. Look for evidence or
proof that you have a particular strength in some
area. It takes time and effort to develop some
strengths.

If you work hard and don’t give up, you will soon
be able to do lots of things that you can’t do yet.
When you were a small child, there were lots of things
that you couldn’t do that you can do now because
you have tried hard and learned things. As you get
older, you will learn to do many new things that you
can’t do yet.

Each unit is structured according
to topics, which can be one or
more lessons. Some units also have
subtopics.
These prompt teachers to reflect on
the relevance of the key messages
to their own wellbeing or their
teaching practices in enhancing
their students’ wellbeing.

If you want to succeed at things, you must try hard to
be the boss of your own behaviour. This means:
●●

Mistakes help you to learn.

The eBook includes a reference list
of all the core resources (books,
films, video clips, poems, songs,
websites) referred to in the unit, as
well as additional suggestions.

Always make a plan.

How do you know?

Remember to try hard, work hard and have a go.

The expected learning objectives are
stated.

Using your strengths to help others can make you
and them feel good. Sometimes you can also use
your strengths to help make your school better.

Think about yourself: What are you good at?
Always make a plan.

Key messages introduce the key
vocabulary of the unit.

Using your strengths to help others helps you
feel good.

Remember to try hard, work hard and have a go.
Your brain gets stronger and you get smarter when
you try hard and work hard. This is called ‘having
a growth mindset’. Even if something is hard to do,
have a go – take a risk and try to do it. Nobody is
successful at everything they try to do. You might fail,
but you gave it a go.

Believe in yourself.
When you believe in yourself, you have a go at
something that might be hard for you to do. You are
more likely to believe in yourself when you have some
idea of your strengths. Try to remember when you
were successful because you worked hard to learn
something new.

Solve problems and stick with it.
If you have a problem, then don’t give up. Stick with
it, and look for a different way to solve the problem if
the first way doesn’t work.
Learning objectives
In this unit, students will learn:
●● that it is important to have goals
●● the skills and attitudes (growth mindset/grit)
they need to achieve these goals.

264

Resources list
A complete list of resources including references for core and additional books, films, video
clips, poems, songs and websites is available.
eBook

You feel great when you achieve a goal
Teacher reflection
When have you set yourself and achieved a challenging
goal, stuck with it and didn’t give up, even though it was
challenging? What obstacles did you meet along the way?
How persistent were you and in what ways? Who and what
helped you to be successful? What character and ability
strengths helped you to achieve success? How can you use
this reflection to teach your own students about some of
the factors that contribute to successful goal setting?

Resources
✦●Picture books
The Most Magnificent Thing
A girl decides to make a most magnificent thing – a side-car for her dog that attaches to her
scooter. But making it proves to be challenging, and she tries and fails many times. She decides
to give up but her dog encourages her to keep going and she finally manages to build it.

Everyone Can learn to Ride a Bicycle
A young girl works hard to learn to ride a bike. Her father patiently teaches her the skills, and
through persistence and practice the girl overcomes her frustrations and achieves her goal.

The Carrot Seed
A young boy plants a carrot seed and, despite people around him telling him that it won’t grow
into a carrot, he never gives up and continues to water the seed and pull out the nearby weeds.
Finally, a very large carrot appears.

Each topic begins with suggested
resources to start exploring the
ideas that will be taught.

Circle Time or classroom discussion
Read one of the books or share your reflection about achieving a challenging goal, working hard
and not giving up despite obstacles getting in the way. Emphasise the feelings of happiness and
pride when goals are achieved, linking to any previous class goals when everyone tried hard and
there was a good outcome. Highlight how happy everyone felt when the goal was achieved.

Discussion questions

Each topic has Circle Time
discussions using the resources
or activities as a starting point to
engage with important life issues in
a safe and comfortable way.

■●

What was the character able to do at the end of the story that they couldn’t do at the start?
How did they feel?

■●

Was it hard for the character to do? What helped them to be successful? (Hard work, not giving up.)

■●

What is a goal? (Something you want to do or make happen.)

■●

Why is it good to have goals? (They help you to make your life the way you want it to be, they

■●

What can we do to achieve our goals?

■●

What are some of the things we can do to stick with it and not give up?

help you to feel good about what you can do, achieving your goal helps you to feel happier.)

Unit 10 Success (STAR)

viii
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Curriculum Units
Each topic has a range of
cross-curricular activities using
evidence-informed teaching
strategies. The activities incorporate
thinking tools and cooperative
learning, and there are many
opportunities for peer support.

Activities
▶▶

Make one copy of BLM Animal Pictures for each student. They colour and cut out each of
the ten pictures, which feature different emotions. Use the pictures to make a class mural using
the numbers of each animal as described in the ‘One Worried Wallaby’ words on page 184.
Students could work in groups to draw the habitat of the various animals on the mural.

▶▶

In pairs, students make a class picture dictionary of feelings illustrated from magazine pictures.
Give each pair several different letters to work on. Alternatively, students cut out pictures of
people from magazines and newspapers. They hold up one of their pictures for the class to see and
say what they think that person is feeling and why. The rest of the class shares their ideas. Then the
pictures are labelled and displayed or used as a stimulus for writing an imaginative text.

▶▶

Play a selection of music and ask about each piece: ‘How does the music make you feel? Move
your body to show that feeling.’ Afterwards, say: ‘Let your face and body be …’ (e.g. sad,
worried, relaxed).

▶▶

Individually or in pairs, students complete BLM How Feelings Look on Our Faces. Each
day, ask students to choose how they are feeling at that moment and to copy the face from
the BLM that shows that feeling. Alternatively, they could cut them all out and place the
appropriate one on their table.

▶▶

Students hand draw or use digital software to construct faces showing different emotions.
They can print them and make a collage of the different images.

▶▶

Use the feeling words on BLM How Feelings Look on Our Faces (see above) to make a
class set of cards and put them in a container. Make a set of paper-plate masks to match each
feeling word by copying the characteristics from the faces; or by photocopying and enlarging
them, and pasting them on the paper plates. Students draw out a feelings card and select the
correct mask. Use the masks with drama activities.

▶▶

Make a copy of BLM Matching Feelings and Situations on thin card for each student.
Students cut out, colour and match the words to the pictures. They can then pool their cards
to make pairs to use when playing Snap and Fish.

eBook

eBook

eBook

Games

Each unit has high quality
educational games for cooperative
learning.

Fish the feeling out
Make six to eight paper fish, write a feeling word on them, then attach a paperclip to each one.
Make a fishing rod with a magnet attached to a piece of string. Place all the fish into an empty
container. Students in a circle take turns at fishing out a feeling, and making the expression that
goes with the feeling or tell the class about a time when they have felt like that.

Drama
Miming emotions

Many units feature role-play and
drama opportunities.

Students draw a feeling card from a container and then mime something that might make them
have that feeling. They can use their whole body or just their facial expression and hands. After
their mime, ask the class to guess what it was. For unpleasant emotions, ask the performer what
they would be saying to themselves (self-talk) at the time. The scenarios on BLM Matching
Feelings and Situations can be used (see above).

Feelings hats
Collect a range of hats (from a party, discount or second-hand shop, or the supermarket) or
students can bring a hat from home or make them. A headband with a label works well too.
Place a clearly visible ‘feeling label’ on the hat (happy, excited, sad, worried, etc.) on each.
Two students put on hats and then act out those feelings.
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Each unit includes ideas for
successful implementation and
sustainability of Bounce Back!
across the whole school.
Embed it
The BOUNCE BACK! acronym can become the language of resilience across the school.
Teachers on yard duty could take a BOUNCE (or BOUNCE BACK) card containing the
acronym as a focus for discussing playground issues that arise. Use the BOUNCE statements
when students experience setbacks to help them cope. Use the Bounce Back! literature
prompts on page 87 to discuss classroom situations, books, videos, events, etc.

Each unit contains activities to
create linkages between school and
home.

Take-home task
Give students the BOUNCE statements to take home. Encourage them to talk to their families
about what the statements mean and how they can help everyone to bounce back when they
make a mistake or feel unhappy.

Bouncing back from being sick or injured
Resources

Consolidation
✦●Picture book

Each unit concludes by
consolidating concepts, skills
and key vocabulary.

Banjo Bounces Back

(see page 135)
Activity
Circle Time or classroom discussion
Cut-up sentences
CutRead
theseorsentences
individual
words
and
each
cut-up
sentence
into
an envelope.
refer backinto
to Banjo
Bounces
Back
or place
another
book
of your
choice.
Then
ask students to
Make
setsinjuries
for eachthat
pairthey
of students
to have
one set
of six
envelopes.
Each
talkenough
about any
or members
of their
family
have
had. Make
thepair
link between
reconstructs
sentences. and other kinds of ‘bouncing back’, such as physically recovering
bouncing the
backsixemotionally
an the
illness
●● Ifrom
can be
bossorofinjury.
my feelings.
●●

IDiscussion
can change aquestions
bad mood into a good mood.

●● Everyone
has good(e.g.
andwhen
bad Banjo
feelings.
■● What happened
got

injured)? Did he bounce back?

●●

Slow
breathing helps us when we are angry.
■● Can you think about a time when you got sick and you bounced back?

●●

Hands are not for hitting.

●●

Empathy helps us to make and keep friends.

■●

How do we bounce back after we have been sick or injured?

■●

What do we do that helps us bounce back?

■●

Who helps us bounce back?

The Cut-up sentences e-activity can also be used with these sentences.
eBook

Note: A student in the class may have a health issue or have someone in their family who will
Reflections
not recover from injury or illness – if so, you can talk about how people mostly bounce back,
always.
Usebut
thenot
Smiley
ball strategy (see page 93), Reflections e-tool (see page 92) or the Animal
asks e-tool (see page 89) with statements such as the following:

eBook

Activities

●●

Tell us about one time you were the boss of your angry feelings.

●●

What is one good way to be the boss of your angry feelings?

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Getting better

What is one way you can change a bad mood into a good mood?
Students draw a simple flow chart in four frames showing how they recovered from an accident,
Tell
us or
about
something
at school
that the
makes
you
happy.
injury
illness.
The chart
flows from
time
they
were injured or ill to the time when they had
Tell
us about
something
at home that
makes
youcan
happy.
recovered.
They
write underneath:
‘Our
bodies
bounce back’.
What
is onecard
way you can help someone who is feeling sad?
Get well

What
is one
wayayou
who is feeling
left out?
Students
make
get can
well help
cardsomeone
on the computer
or by hand
and give it to someone who is sick or
What
is something
doactions,
when you
feel
worried?
injured.
Talk aboutyou
whycan
kind
such
asscared
giving or
a card,
can help someone to bounce back
and feel better again.

Games
▶▶

How to use Bounce Back!

Play Bingo strips with the following words (see page 89).
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ix

Digital resources
Digital resources include tools for measuring resilience and wellbeing, Curriculum
correlation and Scope and sequence charts to assist with planning, an extra
Science/Maths Curriculum Unit, tips on finding resources, an index of resources,
resource lists for each unit, BLMs, teaching tools, interactive games and activities,
and information on Bounce Back! for families.
BOUNCE! Bookm rk
On your bookmark, write one of the BOUNCE

statements.
Cut out and paste these drawings on your bookmark or make

your own drawing.
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‘Lift-up’ Zone

Name
Which kind things have you said? Colour the speech bubbles if
you’ve said them.
Then draw some other pictures like this.

I understand
how you feel.

You really
tried hard!

Great job!

Well done!

Teacher Assessment of Resilience Factors In their
Classrooms (TARFIC)
The TARFIC is a tool that measures aspects of wellbeing and resilience in the classroom. Specifically, it
measures the degree to which a teacher’s current classroom practices foster student resilience.

How the TARFIC can be used
This inventory measures the degree to which a teacher’s current classroom practices foster student
resilience. It contains 63 items, with seven items in each of the following nine categories:
●●

creating a safe classroom environment

●●

building confidence and self-respect

●●

supporting students

●●

teaching initiative, goal-setting and problem-solving skills

●●

developing optimistic and helpful thinking

●●

creating a prosocial classroom culture

●●

encouraging cooperation

●●

building relationships

●●

teaching the skills of conflict management.

The TARFIC can be completed by teachers to:
●●

Terrific!

You can
do it!

reflect on their classroom practices, organisation and management to identify areas that need
development in the interests of fostering resilience in students

●●

assess the level of changes they have made in their class by completing it again at a later stage

●●

remind themselves of the classroom protective factors that contribute to student resilience

●●

identify areas where the whole school staff is doing well and areas where practices can be developed.

If teachers collate and submit their results (even anonymously), the whole-staff findings can be used to
identify school needs in regards to professional development or program planning.

Scoring the TARFIC
A score can be calculated for each section as well as for the overall checklist.
●●

‘Satisfied’ scores three points.

●●

‘Okay’ scores two points.

●●

‘More work needed’ scores one point.

The highest possible score for each category is 21. Scores indicate where teachers are satisfied with their
teaching and class management in these areas, and where further planning and input may be needed.

You’re getting
better at it.

If a classmate was feeling unhappy, I could support them by
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EXTRA
UNIT

Elasticity
KEY MESSAGES
Energy is the ability of things to do work.
Energy can make things work in many different ways.
For example, it can make something move, heat up,
light up or make sound. Before energy is used it is
called ‘stored energy’. The material that a ball is
made of has stored energy before it bounces; the
spring in a jack or jill-in-the-box has stored energy
before it jumps up.

Bouncing is about springing back after striking
a hard surface.
When you drop a ball, gravity pulls it towards the
floor. When the ball hits the floor, its elastic energy
has to go somewhere. Much of the energy of the
ball’s downward motion becomes upward motion
as the ball returns to its original shape and bounces
into the air.

A force is a push or a pull of some kind.

Balls that are not made from elastic materials hit
the floor and flatten.
Balls that are made of non-elastic materials (e.g.
paper, bean bags or clay) hit the floor and change
shape (flatten). They don’t return to their original
shape. The floor absorbs or soaks up the force and
there is no stored energy to return the ball in an
upward motion.

One example of a push is when a ball is thrown to
the floor or against a wall. Another example is when
a spring is pressed down (e.g. in a jack or jill-in-thebox). One example of a pull is when a rubber band
is stretched. Another example is when our body
stretches the elastic material in our clothing.

Elastic things return to their original shape after
being squashed or stretched.
When balls, springs and other elastic things are
pushed or pulled out of shape they bounce back
again to the shape they were before. The bounciness
of a ball is called its elasticity. Two other words
meaning elastic are ‘resilient’ and ‘flexible’. Flexible
materials will bend and stretch without breaking
or tearing.

Many materials have elastic properties.
Materials and things that are elastic include rubber
(balls, balloons, rubber bands), some metals (such
as those used to make springs), things that have a
spring in them (pegs, soap dispensers, bulldog clips,
torches) and the air in tyres and inflatable balls.

People can bounce back.
When something in your life knocks you down, you
can bounce back and be yourself again, just like
a ball.
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How to use Bounce Back!

